Richards equation to observations of the measured variables during the experiment.
itly accounts for parameter interdependence and nonlinearity of the tions suited to yield a reliable characterization of the employed parametric models, the algorithm is suited to generate a soil hydraulic properties (Hopmans et al., 1992 ; van Dam useful description of parameter uncertainty and its antithesis, parame- ; Santini ter identifiability. A set of measured water retention characteristics van Genuchten, 1996, 1997; Š i- Wildenschild et al., 2001) , (ii) the determinawith decreasing flow rates were used to illustrate that a parameter tion of the appropriate quantity and most informative identifiability analysis facilitates the selection of an adequate parametkind of observational data (Zachmann et al., 1981; ric model structure and provides useful information about the limita- Parker et al., 1985; Kool and Parker, 1988;  tions of a model. Moreover, results suggest that one should be especially careful in establishing pedotransfer functions without knowledge Valiantzas and Kerkides, 1990; Toorman et al., 1992;  of the underlying posterior uncertainty associated with the soil hydrau- Eching and Hopmans, 1993; Eching et al., 1994 ; Durner lic parameters using direct estimation methods. Vrugt et al., 2002a) , (iii) the selection of an appropriate model of the soil hydraulic properties (Zachmann et al., 1982; Russo, 1988; Zurmü hl and Durner, 1998) , (iv) the construction and weighting of multiple A n adequate hydrological description of water flow sources of information in an objective function (Van and contaminant transport in the vadose zone re- Dam et al., 1994; Clausnitzer and Hopmans, 1995 ; Hollies heavily on accurate estimates of the soil water retenlenbeck and Jensen, 1998; Vrugt and Bouten, 2002) , and tion and unsaturated soil hydraulic characteristics. Today (v) the adoption and development of techniques to infer many laboratory experiments, ranging from relatively the residual parameter uncertainty remaining after calisimple static or steady-state flow experiments to more bration (Kool and Parker, 1988 ; Hollenbeck and Jensen, sophisticated transient experiments, can be used to de-1998; Vrugt and Bouten, 2002) . While there has been termine these highly nonlinear soil hydraulic functions.
considerable attention to the experimental development Although the static or steady-state flow experiments of transient experiments, relatively little attention has have the advantage of being relatively simple to implebeen paid to the development of optimization routines ment, they are typically time-consuming and require that solve the inverse problem for the indirect estimarestrictive initial and boundary conditions to satisfy the tion of soil hydraulic functions and that compute accuassumptions of the corresponding analytical solutions. rate probabilistic uncertainty values for the optimized On the contrary, transient experiments allow much more soil hydraulic parameters. In any case, unique and idenflexibility in experimental design than the static or steadytifiable parameters are required so pedotransfer funcstate experiments because they do not require steadytions (Leij et al., 2002) can be successfully applied to state conditions during the experiment, thereby allowing relate hydrologic model parameters to easily measura rapid characterization of the hydraulic properties of able soil or land surface characteristics. the considered soil domain. With transient experiments,
In a previous paper (Vrugt and Bouten, 2002) , we the soil hydraulic properties are inferred indirectly (e.g., established the limitations of local gradient-based inverse modeling) by fitting a numerical solution of the search methodologies widely employed in soil hydrology to solve the inverse problem for transient experiments. Starting from an arbitrary initial set of parameter For instance, to quote Hopmans et al. (2002, p. 8 
) ". . . ŷ ϭ f(X | ␤)
[1] it is recommended to test the uniqueness of a parameter where ŷ is t ϫ 1 vector of model predictions, X is t ϫ p set by solving the inverse problem repeatedly using difmatrix of input variables and ␤ is a vector of p unknown ferent initial parameter estimates." parameters. We assume that, In collaboration with colleagues at the University of ␤ ʦ B ʕ ᑬ , the problem is suited to simultaneously infer the most likely parameter said to be constrained. Given observed output values set and its underlying probabilistic posterior distribution of y, denote the residual errors from the predictions by within a single optimization run (see Vrugt et al., 2002b R(␤) ϭ ŷ (␤) Ϫ y ϭ {r 1 (␤), r 2 (␤),…, r t (␤)} [3] and unpublished data). The SCEM-UA recognizes the existence of multiple behavioral soil hydraulic parame-
The classical approach of model calibration is to find ter sets, each associated with a probabilistic likelihood the best attainable values of the parameters ␤ such that (e.g., Keesman, 1990; van Straten and Keesman, 1991; R in Eq. [3] is in some sense made as close to zero as Beven and Binley, 1992) . Moreover, because the SCEMpossible. By far the most popular measure for R is the UA algorithm globally thoroughly exploits the paramesimple least square (SLS) or maximum likelihood estiter space and therefore explicitly accounts for parameter mator, appropriate when the measurement errors are interdependence and nonlinearity of the employed hybelieved to be homoscedastic and uncorrelated, draulic functions, the algorithm is suited to generate a useful description of parameter uncertainty and its antiminimize
[4] thesis, parameter identifiability.
Using the current available SCEM-UA algorithm, we Under these circumstances, Hollenbeck and Jensen (1998) conducted a thorough identifiability analyses of the pastretched the importance of model adequacy before rameters in BC, VG, and KS, the three commonly used sound statements can be made about the final parameter parametric models of soil hydraulic properties. An idenestimates and their uncertainty, tifiability analysis of the soil hydraulic parameters for different soil types and experimental conditions consti-
tutes important information for studies that aim to find pedotransfer functions, relating the directly inferred soil where T denotes the error deviation of the measurehydraulic parameter to basic soil data (e.g., Wö sten et ments and Q(·) is the 2 cumulative distribution with al., 2001; among many others). Poor identifiability of (t Ϫ p) degrees of freedom. Having homoscedastic and any of the soil hydraulic parameters will inhibit our uncorrelated error residuals, the adequacy test gives us ability to relate these parameters to easily measurable a measure of how well the optimized model fits the basic soil properties.
observations, relative to their measurement precision. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Using the definition of Eq.
[5], models are adequate if In the following sections, we present a short introducp adeq Ͼ 0.5, since then SLS Ͻ t 2 T . tion on the inverse identification of soil hydraulic paMany algorithms have been developed in the past to rameters, present the SCEM-UA algorithm suited to solve the nonlinear SLS optimization problem stated in tackle the problems encountered when inversely identiEq.
[4]. These algorithms may be classified as local fying hydraulic parameters from transient experiments, search methodologies, when seeking systematic imand briefly review the BC, VG, and KS parametric modprovement of the objective function using an iterative els to describe soil hydraulic properties. Subsequently, search starting from a single arbitrary initial point in the SCEM-UA algorithm is applied to a set of measured the parameter space, or as global search methods in retention characteristics of the UNSODA database which multiple concurrent searches from different start- (Leij et al., 1996) spanning a wide range of soils and ing points are conducted within the parameter space. to three laboratory transient outflow experiments with One of the most simple local search optimization decreasing drainage rates to assess diagnostic measures methods, which is commonly used in the field of soil hyof parameter identifiability for different soil types and drology is a Gauss-Newton type of derivative based experimental conditions on an identical soil sample. In search, this section we are especially concerned with the multi-
[6] variate correlation structure induced in the joint distribution of the parameters. Finally, we present a summary where ␤ (kϩ1) is the updated parameter set and ٌf(␤
) and draw conclusions.
and H(␤ (k) ) denote the gradient and Hessian matrix, respectively, evaluated at ␤ ϭ ␤ (k) ,
Inverse Identification of Soil
Hydraulic Parameters
To facilitate the description of the employed optimization procedures, let us cast the hydrologic model, f,
in a general statistical framework, From an initial first guess of the parameters ␤
, a seof the response surface illustrated in Fig. 1 , they will terminate the search prematurely with their final soluquence of parameter sets is generated {␤ (1) ,␤ (2) ,…,␤ (kϩ1) } that is intended to converge to the global minimum of tion essentially being dependent on the starting point in the parameter space. Another emerging problem re-R(␤) in the parameter space. If ƒ(X|␤) depends linearly on each parameter ␤ j (j ϭ 1,2,…,p), the minimization ported by Hopmans et al. (2002) is that some of the hydraulic parameters are typically highly correlated usproblem stated in Eq. [6] reduces to a linear regression problem for which analytical solutions exist.
ing observed outflow dynamics, further reducing the chances of getting a single unique solution with local The derivative-based search defined in Eq.
[6] and [7] will evolve toward the global solution in the parameter search methodologies. The existence of these nonuniqueness problems with space in situations where the objective function exhibits a topographical convex shape in the entire parameter local search methodologies has led soil hydrologists to argue that there is not sufficient information in the meadomain. However, practical experience with hydrologic models suggests that the objective function seldom satissurements to enable a unique characterization of the soil hydraulic properties. However, we argue that it is not the fies these restrictive conditions. To illustrate this problem, consider Fig. 1 (taken from Vrugt and Bouten, 2002) , information in the measurements that is lacking to obtain a unique set of parameters, but the problem is that which presents posterior marginal distributions (histograms) for four hydraulic parameters in the global minithe classical local-search optimization procedures utilized in soil hydrology are typically not powerful enough mum of the parameter space, derived using measured outflow dynamics from a transient multistep outflow to solve the problems illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our arguments on uniqueness of parameters are not based on experiment. When the objective function exhibits a convex shape in the entire parameter domain, the histothe convergence problems of the applied optimization methods, but on the shape of the posterior marginal grams for each of the soil hydraulic parameters exhibit a clear Gaussian distribution with a single mode. Howdistributions of the parameters. Hence, closer inspection of Fig. 1 demonstrates that for each of the parameters ever, the large number of different modes (local minima) for each of the parameters depicted in Fig. 1 is the there is a single optimum with highest posterior probability in the global minimum. Indeed, although not shown most probable reason for the numerous reports in the literature of the inability to find a unique set of hydraulic here, the multivariate probability distribution of the parameters confirms that these regions with highest posteparameter values using observed outflow dynamics from multistep outflow experiments ; Parker rior probability for each parameter coincide. In other words, the uniqueness of parameter estimates is now et Toorman et al., 1992; van Dam et al., 1992; among others) . Because the local gradient-based search inferred from the shape of the univariate posterior probability distributions of the parameters. In particular, illalgorithms are not designed to handle the peculiarities posedness of an inverse problem due to data-noninfortion, p(␤|y) , which describes what is known about the model parameters ␤ given the observed data y and the mativeness issues, as demonstrated by Zijlstra and Dane (1996) , would result in large uncertainties associated with prior information. We assume that the mathematical structure of the combined Richards hydraulic model is the final parameter estimates. Thus, an optimization algorithm that successfully identifies the multivariate joint fixed and that we can define a uniform prior distribution on the feasible parameter space (e.g., between physically probability distribution of the parameters in the vicinity of the global minimum has desirable properties, since realistic upper and lower bounds on each of the model parameters). To solve this optimization problem, the it not only provides useful information about the interactions of the parameters in the full parameter space, SCEM-UA algorithm begins with an initial population of points (parameter sets) randomly distributed throughbut also provides useful information about the quality of the data. Hence, ultimately data quality still deterout the feasible parameter space using a Latin Hypercube sampling strategy. For each parameter set, the posmines the reliability of the final parameter estimates.
Only recently have more powerful optimization methterior density is computed using a Bayesian inference scheme (Box and Tiao, 1973; Thiemann et al., 2001 ), ods for the identification of soil hydraulic parameters begun to appear in the literature. These include the use of annealing simplex methods (Pan and Wu, 1998) , (Takeshita, 1999; Vrugt et al., 2001) , grid sampling strategies (Abbaspour et al., 1997) , and ant-colony methods (Abbaspour et al., 2001) . Notwithstanding their successful application, these global search
, algorithms are computationally very demanding, requiring a substantial number of model evaluations to converge to the global solution. Moreover, they do not pro-
[9] vide any information about the probabilistic uncertainty associated with the final parameter estimates.
In collaboration with colleagues at the University of where ␥ ʦ [Ϫ1,1] is a fixed "shape parameter" that can Arizona, we have recently developed a general-purpose be regarded as a measure of kurtosis, indicating the code, entitled the Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropextent of the nonnormality of the error density distribuolis algorithm (SCEM-UA), which is robust and effition. The density is normally distributed when ␥ ϭ 0, cient and therefore admirably suited to tackle the topodouble exponential when ␥ ϭ 1, and tends to a uniform graphical problems encountered with the response distribution as ␥ → Ϫ1. In the case studies reported surface depicted in Fig. 1 , while generating a description here, we assumed a Gaussian error model (i.e., ␥ ϭ 0). of the remaining parameter uncertainty (Vrugt et al., In this particular instance, the term between brackets 2002b, and unpublished data). The algorithm is a Mardefined in Eq.
[8] simply reduces to the SLS measure kov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler generating previously defined in Eq. [4] . Moreover, the model adea sequence of parameter sets {␤ (1) ,␤ (2) ,…,␤ (kϩ1) } that conquacy test defined in Eq.
[5] is then valid. The advantage vergences to the stationary posterior distribution, p(␤|y) of using Bayesian estimators rather than simple leastfor a large number of simulations. The SCEM-UA algosquares estimators for the problem of finding unsaturithm is related to the successful SCE-UA global optimirated soil hydraulic parameters has recently been diszation method (Duan et al., 1992 (Duan et al., , 1993 , but uses the cussed by Hollenbeck and Jensen (1998) . The populaMetropolis Hastings (MH) strategy (Metropolis et al., tion of points is partitioned into q complexes, and in each 1953; Hastings, 1970) instead of the downhill simplex complex j (j ϭ 1,2,…q) a parallel sequence is launched method for population evolution, and is therefore able from the point that exhibits the highest posterior dento simultaneously infer both the most likely parameter sity. A new candidate point in each sequence j is generset and its underlying posterior probability distribution ated using the current draw for that particular sequence within a single optimization run. By merging the strengths in combination with the parameter covariance structure of the MH algorithm, controlled random search, cominduced in the corresponding complex j. The Metropopetitive evolution, and complex shuffling, the SCEMlis-annealing (Metropolis et al., 1953) criterion is used UA is designed to evolve to a stationary posterior target to test whether the candidate point should be added distribution of the parameters. The stochastic nature of to the current sequence or not. Subsequently, the new the MH annealing scheme avoids the tendency of the candidate point randomly replaces a member of the SCE-UA algorithm to collapse into a single region of atcurrent complex j using a trapezoidal weight distributraction (local minima), while the information exchange tion. Finally, after a prespecified number of iterations, (shuffling) between parallel sequences allows the search the complexes are mixed and new complexes are formed to be biased in favor of better regions of the solution through a process of shuffling. This procedure enhances space.
survivability by a sharing of information about the search space, gained independently by each parallel sequence.
Shuffled Complex Evolution
This series of operations results in a robust MCMC
Metropolis Algorithm
sampler that conducts a robust and efficient search of the parameter space. Convergence of the SCEM-UA Taking a Bayesian perspective, the aim of model calibration is then to infer the posterior probability distribualgorithm to a stationary posterior target distribution is monitored by comparing the mean and variance within pressed as a power function of the soil water pressure head, and between the different q generated parallel sequences with respect to each of the parameters (see Gelman and Rubin, 1992) ,
where (L 3 L Ϫ3 ) is the volumetric water content, h is the soil water pressure head (L), h b is the bubbling preswhere SR is the scale reduction convergence diagnostic, sure (L), and is a unitless soil characteristic parameter. N is the number of iterations within each sequence, B When combining the Brooks and Corey model with is the variance between the q sequence means, and W the capillary model of Mualem (1976) , the hydraulic is the average of the q within-sequences variances for conductivity functions are obtained, the parameter under consideration respectively. A score of 1 for √SR indicates convergence. However, as a score of unity is difficult to achieve, Gelman and Rubin (1992) 
[11b] recommended using values Ͻ1.2 to declare convergence to a stationary distribution. For more information about the SCEM-UA algorithm, please refer to Vrugt et al. where K s denotes the saturated hydraulic conductivity (2002b).
(L T
Ϫ1
) and l bc is a unitless pore-connectivity parameter.
Diagnostic Measures of Parameter Identifiability

Mualem-van Genuchten Model in Nonlinear Models
One of the most commonly used models of capillary In view of the complicated nonlinear nature of soil hypressure head-saturation is the water retention function drologic models, it is evident that a classical, traditional of van Genuchten (1980) , who used the statistical porefirst-order approximation of parameter uncertainty and size distribution model of Mualem (1976) to obtain a its antithesis, parameter identifiability, of the various predictive equation for the unsaturated hydraulic conparameters is often not adequate (Vrugt and Bouten, ductivity function in terms of water retention param-2002). Hence, besides exhibiting strong and nonlinear eters. parameter interdependence, the surface of the posterior
[12b] the SCEM-UA algorithm performs a thorough exploitation of the global parameter space and therefore explicitly accounts for parameter interdependence and where ␣ is related to the inverse of the air-entry pressure nonlinearity of the employed hydraulic functions, the (L), n is a unitless measure of the pore-size distribution, algorithm is suited to generate a useful description of m is related to n by m ϭ 1 Ϫ 1/n (van Genuchten, 1980), parameter uncertainty and its antithesis, parameter and l vg is a unitless pore-connectivity parameter. identifiability. Diagnostic measures of parameter identifiability can be estimated by computing various statistiLognormal Pore-Size Distribution Model of Kosugi cal measures of the multivariate posterior distribution Applying a lognormal distribution law to the probaof the parameters (i.e., mean, standard deviation, and bility density function of the soil pore radius, Kosugi covariance structure). Moreover, the shape of the uni-(1996) derived the following soil water retention model: variate posterior probability plots in the vicinity of the optimal solution reveals important information about 
Hydraulic Conductivity Models
dard deviation of the pore-size distribution. Recently, Several functions have been proposed to empirically Kosugi (1999) derived a general model for unsaturated describe the soil water retention curve and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity for soils that obey lognormal poresoil hydraulic conductivity. The unsaturated soil hydrausize distribution, lic properties, (h) and K(h) are in general highly nonlinear functions of the pressure head h. In the following
we briefly review three different parametric models for the hydraulic properties (Brooks and Corey, 1964; van Genuchten, 1980; Kosugi, 1996 Kosugi, , 1999 .
Brooks and Corey Model where, l k is a parameter related to the soil pore tortuosity (Ϫ). Brooks and Corey (1964) suggested a water retention model (the BC model) in which the water content is ex-
In conclusion, the different soil water retention func- ), residual water content ( r ), a pore throat size parameter (h b , ␣, and h 0.5 ), and a parameter that relates the width of which is a conservative estimate of the error of the observed water contents using a pressure plate experiment. the pore radius distribution (, n, and ). The predictive equations for K(h) introduce two additional parame- Figure 2 presents the prediction uncertainty intervals of the soil water retention curves for the BC (Fig. 2A) , ters, the saturated conductivity (K s ) and a pore-connectivity parameter (l bc , l vg , and l k ).
VG (2B), and KS (2C) parametric models associated with the uncertainty in the parameter estimates (blue region) for the sandy and clayey soil. The red symbols
CASE STUDIES
correspond to the measured retention data, whereas the We applied the SCEM-UA algorithm to infer the idenmost likely parameter set is indicated with the dark line. tifiability of soil hydraulic parameters in the different
The most likely parameter values for the different soils parametric model structures for two case studies with as well as their final root mean square error (RMSE) increasing complexity. The first case study considers asand model adequacy are listed in Table 1 . In general, sessing diagnostic measures of parameter identifiability the water retention fit was generally very good for all using a set of soil water retention data. In this study we soils and all parametric models. As the VG and KS do are especially concerned with the relationship between not account for the bubbling pressure but do have an the soil type under investigation and the uncertainty inflection point, those models performed better than associated with the retention parameters in each of the the BC model for many soils, particularly for data near parametric model structures. The second case study insaturation (Kosugi, 1996 ; van Genuchten and Nielsen, volves the identification of the posterior uncertainty 1985). Hence, the discontinuity in the slope of the water of the soil hydraulic parameters using three transient retention curve in the latter model formulation is in laboratory outflow experiments with decreasing flow most cases not clearly visible in the experimental data. rate on an identical soil sample. In this study we explore
The prediction uncertainty ranges bracket the observed whether the identifiability of the hydraulic parameters retention data for the entire range of pressure heads, is related to the size, consecutive order, and number of confirming the adequacy of the retention models (see Tapressure steps applied in the outflow experiment. ble 1). It is interesting to note that for more fine-textured soils, the most likely parameter set typically evolved
Soil Water Retention Curves of a Sandy,
well removed from the center of the uncertainty bounds,
Loamy, and Clayey Soil
suggesting a skewed distribution for at least one of the retention parameters in the parametric models. This is Soil water retention measurements were taken from demonstrated in Fig. 3 , which presents a histogram of the UNSODA soil hydraulic properties database (Leij the SCEM-UA sampled , n, and h 0.5 parameters for the et al. , 1996) . Experimental data were selected for a sandy clayey soil. soil (4520), sandy loam (4130), and clayey soil (2362) to Table 2 presents the most likely parameter set, posteobtain a range from coarse-to fine-textured soils. The number in parentheses refers to the UNSODA code.
rior mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of varia- for the more fine-textured soils. This is depicted in Fig. 4 the residual water content (see Table 2 ). Moreover, Fig. 4A , 4B, 4C, and 4D show that the highest sensitivities for the clayey soil, occur in the same measurement tion derived from the SCEM-UA samples for the parange, thereby explaining the strong correlation strucrameters in the retention models of BC, VG, and KS, ture between the retention parameters r and n found along with the correlation structure induced between in Table 2 and the large uncertainties associated with the joint distributions of the retention parameters for the residual water content for fine-textured soils. the sandy, sandy loam, and clayey soils. Given the same Table 2 demonstrates that the standard deviations experimental range of pressure heads, Table 2 demonand CV values of the different parameters not only exstrates that the uncertainty in the retention parameters hibit large differences within one model structure, but will generally increase with increasing water holding also show clear differences among identical countercapacity of the soil (i.e., compare standard deviations parts of model structures. More precisely, while CV and CV values of parameters between soils) because of the lack of measurements in the drier water content range values for the saturated water content are nearly identi- h 0.5 - (Fig. 5H) , and r - (Fig. 5I) water content range close to saturation. Consequently, with limited information in the dry water content range, this will automatically lead to high correlation between Fig. 4 , and Fig. 5 demonstrate that there is significant the parameters r , h 0.5 , and in the KS model. Although uncertainty associated with some of the retention panot explicitly presented in this paper, if one would introrameters for the sandy loam and clayey soil. For examduce a similar h 0.5 parameter in the BC and VG models, ple, Fig. 5 depicts that for the clayey soil the posterior which replace the existing h b and ␣ parameters, respecdistribution for the parameters r , h 0.5 , and extend over tively, then identical correlation structures are found the entire prior defined range for this parameter, clearly between the parameters in these models as found for implying a lack of uniqueness. Although the individual the KS-model. parameter uncertainty will hardly directly affect the outNotwithstanding, the statistical moments of the posteput of a Richards type of hydrologic model, since the retention parameters are always evaluated in a comrior distribution of the parameters presented in Table 2 , bined manner with the hydraulic model, their large unexperiments (0-250-500 mbar, 0-125-250-375-500 mbar). For more information about the experimental setup and certainty will inhibit our ability to find pedotransfer functions relating these parameters to easily measurable soil, please refer to Wildenschild et al. (2001) . The unsaturated soil hydraulic parameters ( r , h b , , basic soil properties. Hence, for the more fine-textured soils (e.g., Fig. 5 ) it is typically difficult to select a single K s , l bc ), ( r , ␣, n, K s , l vg ), or ( r , h 0.5 , , K s , l k ) for the BC, VG, and KS models were inversely estimated using the well-defined set of retention parameters suited for use in pedotransfer functions. Therefore, one should be es-HYDRUS-1D model (Š imů nek et al., 1998b), which numerically solves Richards' equation in one dimension pecially careful in selecting a single representation of the hydraulic parameters for use in pedotransfer functions using a Galerkin-type linear finite element scheme. The saturated water content ( s ) was fixed at its measured without knowledge of the underlying posterior uncertainty associated with these parameters (Schaap et al., value of 0.45 m 3 m Ϫ3 for the Columbia soil. As we assumed a joint parametric description of the retention 1998; Wö sten et al., 2001). Uniqueness of the parameters is a prerequisite to our being able to successfully find and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves, inversion of the Richards equation yielded parameter estipedotransfer functions.
The results in this section illustrate two additional mates that apply to both curves simultaneously.
Since there is no unambiguously correct way in which important findings. First, given the same experimental data, the CV values and scatter plots of the sampled pato select an appropriate value of the error variance T in Eq. [8], two different scenarios were used to explore rameters illustrate how the choice of a model, and its characterization of the soil water retention curve, influthe identifiability of the soil hydraulic parameters using transient laboratory outflow experiments. In the first ences the identifiability of the parameters within the structure. Second, with recourse to the quality of the fit scenario (Scenario I), the error standard deviation of the outflow and pressure head readings were set identical to only (e.g., Table 1 ), the competing parametric models of their measurement errors of 0.011 and 1 cm, respec-VG and KS appear to fit the experimental data equally tively, reported by Hopmans et al. (2002) . Using this well. However, when examining other aspects, such as kind of approach to transient unsaturated outflow obthe multivariate correlation structure as inferred from servations, Hollenbeck and Jensen (1998) demonstrated the joint distributions of the SCEM-UA generated samthat none of the model simulation results was within the ples (Fig. 5) , it becomes clear that there are drawbacks measurement error bracket of the outflow observations, associated with the correlation structure of the paramesuggesting the presence of structural model inadequaters in the Kosugi model for fine-textured soils. It is clear cies. To explicitly account for this structural error in the that when possessing comparable predictive capabilities, second scenario (Scenario II), the error variances of the the nonlinear model that most closely approaches linear different measurement types were set to the RMSE behavior is favorable. Besides identifiability problems values of the best fits reported by Wildenschild et al. of the parameters, for linear models fewer iterations (2001) . In this approach the error deviation of the meaare necessary to achieve convergence in parameter estisurements, T in Eq.
[8], is the sum of a measurement mation, and traditional computationally undemanding error term ( E ) and a term accounting for structural first-order statistical inferences will be more valid. model errors ( M ). Unfortunately, performing a global sampling of the
Transient Laboratory Outflow Experiments
feasible parameter space with the SCEM-UA algorithm Laboratory outflow experiments are now routinely will lead to physically unrealistic parameter combinations, used to simultaneously estimate the water retention and thereby causing convergence problems of the solution of soil hydraulic conductivity characteristics from a single the Richards equation implemented in the HYDRUS-1D experiment (Hopmans et al., 2002) . Because of the popcode. These convergence problems were so severe for ularity of the outflow method, it is important to examine the BC model (also caused by the discontinuity in the the influence of the boundary conditions on the final idendescription of the soil water retention and hydraulic tifiability of the soil hydraulic parameters. From this perconductivity characteristics), that almost all of the outspective Wildenschild et al. (2001) recently performed flow simulations were corrupted with large numerical erone-step and multistep outflow experiments on identirors, regardless of the settings of the numerical scheme. cal, disturbed soil samples to evaluate the influence of Consequently, the remainder of this discussion will fodrainage rate on water entrapment and thus on the escus on only the VG and KS parametric models. Figure 6A and 6B illustrate the evolution of the Geltimated retention and unsaturated soil hydraulic conductivity curves. Because the focus of their study was man-Rubin convergence statistic for the parameter s in the VG and KS parametric model structures during a single best set of hydraulic parameters describing the outflow dynamics, no attention was given to the statistioptimization iterations. Additionally, Fig. 6C and 6D present the evolution of the current best RMSE values cal uncertainty of the final parameter estimates. This dataset constitutes a unique opportunity to investigate found by the SCEM-UA algorithm for the observed outflow measurements and pressure head readings in whether the identifiability of the hydraulic parameters is related to the size, consecutive order, and number of the soil core. The error bars depict the standard deviation in the convergence diagnostic and RMSE values pressure steps applied in the outflow experiment. We revisited the data for the loamy (Columbia) soil, conderived when running 10 independent trials with the SCEM-UA algorithm for the multistep (0-125-250-sisting of a one-step (0-500 mbar), and two multistep 375-500 mbar) experiment for both parametric models. gesting that none of the parametric model structures is superior in parameter identifiability. Due to random initializations in the apriori defined parameter space, the individual generated sequences tend This finding for this loamy soil type confirms the reto occupy different regions of the posterior surface at sults in Table 2 for the sandy and sandy loam soil types. early stages during the evolution. This low mixing of Notice that the posterior uncertainty associated with the sequences is associated with a relatively high value the parameters has increased if the model error is inof the Gelman-Rubin statistic, indicating no convercluded in the error analysis. gence. Thereafter, the convergence statistic for s narInspection of the multivariate posterior distribution rows very quickly, suggesting convergence to a staof the soil hydraulic parameters in both model structures tionary posterior distribution after approximately 2000 for both scenarios revealed the existence of a single HYDRUS-1D evaluations for both parametric model well-defined mode for each of the parameters. Examinastructures. Additionally, the results in Fig. 6C and 6D tion of the correlation structure induced in the joint illustrate that the best RMSE values of the VG and KS distributions of the sampled parameter sets demonmodel for the outflow and pressure head readings are strated that the correlation between the parameters was substantially larger than the precision of the measuretypically low (R Ͻ 0.60) for all outflow experiments, ment devices, confirming the presence of structural with the exception of the r -n (Fig. 7A) , K s -l vg (Fig. 7B) , model inadequacies.
r - (Fig. 7C ), and K s -l k (Fig. 7D ) parameters in the Table 3 summarizes the posterior mean, standard de-VG (Fig 7A and 7B) and KS ( Fig. 7C and 7D ) parametviation, and coefficient of variation of the various hyric models, respectively. A similar correlation structure draulic parameters in the VG and KS parametric model between the retention parameters for more fine-texstructures for the different outflow experiments and scetured soils, as illustrated in Table 2 and Fig. 5 is observed narios. The results presented in this table illustrate sevfor the loamy soil in the outflow experiments. This sugeral important findings:
gests that the joint appearance of the parameters n and in the retention and hydraulic conductivity curve does 1. For both scenarios, the selected set of hydraulic parameters in both parametric model structures not influence the joint posterior distribution of these parameters. was well identifiable by calibration to measured outflow dynamics augmented with pressure head data Figure 8 depicts how the posterior uncertainty associated with the soil hydraulic parameters for the one-step in the soil core. 2. The drainage rate imposed during the outflow exoutflow experiment translates into uncertainty associated with the retention and unsaturated soil hydraulic periment marginally influenced the final posterior uncertainty associated with the hydraulic paconductivity curves of the VG and KS parametric models. The purple and blue regions correspond to the unrameters. 3. The competing model structures appeared to yield certainty intervals for Scenarios I and II, respectively, whereas the directly estimated retention and hydraulic fairly identical CV values of the parameters, sug- these models and their confidence intervals are meaningless; these models might possess excellent predictive conductivity points are indicated with the red symbols.
capabilities. For instance, closer inspection of Fig. 9 sugIncluding the model error term in the error deviations gests that the residual errors are typically large close to of the measurements (blue region) significantly increases saturation, but decrease in the dry range of the outflow the size of the Bayesian confidence intervals for the reexperiment. We argue therefore that one cannot draw tention and hydraulic conductivity curves, thereby imstrong conclusions about the adequacy of a model strucproving the fit to the directly estimated retention points.
ture by using a single overall statistic that aggregates Note, however, that the fit to the directly estimated hyresidual errors across a large range of hydrological bedraulic conductivities is quite poor for both scenarios, havior and measurement types. Moreover, it is our opinpartly because of the correlation structure between K s ion that the testing of the adequacy of a model structure and l. It suggests that further attempts to improve the should include explicit recognition of the role of model combined Richards-soil hydraulic property models would error. be most productive if focused on the validity of model assumptions.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This is also demonstrated in Fig. 9 , which shows prediction uncertainty intervals for the HYDRUS-1D (VG The quality of a parametric model structure is primarily determined from the ability of the model structure and KS) simulated outflows associated with the posterior uncertainty of the parameter estimates for Scenario to fit the measurements. We have suggested that the choice of a suitable parametric model must include ex-I and II (purple and red regions) and the residual model uncertainty (blue region), for the multistep (0-125-250-plicit recognition of the identifiability of the parameters within its model structure. Hence, "good" parameter 375-500 mbar) outflow experiment. The black symbols correspond to the observed outflow data. Neglecting the identifiability is of utmost importance, if we want to be able to successfully determine and apply pedotransfer presence of model error in the analyses of the posterior uncertainty of the parameter estimates leads to small prefunctions. Measured water retention characteristics from the error as compared with the residual parameter uncertainty for the transient outflow experiments demon-UNSODA database and three laboratory outflow experiments served to illustrate the quality and efficacy strated that the model is deficient at near saturation and may need improvement. As a whole, the parameter idenof three commonly used parametric model structures of soil hydraulic properties to infer soil physical parametifiability analyses presented here provide useful information about the limitations of a model and will help ters from laboratory experiments. The study considered estimation of parameter identifiability within the differin the selection of an adequate model structure. Finally, attention is drawn to the free availability of ent model structures using sets of water retention observations ranging from a coarse-to a fine-textured soil.
software implementing the Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis, PIMLI, and Metropolis algorithm presented In general, uncertainty in the retention parameters increased with increasing water holding capacity of the in this and our other work. The software is written in the MATLAB environment and can be obtained from the soil. Consequently, for more fine-textured soils, the poor identifiability of some of the retention parameters will first author. inhibit our ability to relate these model parameters to other easily measurable soil properties. Most signifi-
